The Great Migration is about a path called the Migration that some animals take throughout a national park and a reserve. The path takes the animals from March through November. It teaches children about animal instincts of both meat and plant eaters. A lot of children would like this book because it is very educational and interesting. The most interesting parts of the book are the beginning and the ending. In the beginning it explains why the animals migrate and the ending explains why they have to return. I also learned a lot about animals such as the Bulls and the Hyenas. The Great Migration... Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for DK Readers Level 2 Ser.: Great Migration by Deborah Lock and Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff (2012, UK-B Format Paperback) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products! Written by leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with literacy experts, these captivating books build reader confidence along with a lifelong appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories, and biographies. There is a DK Reader to interest every child at every level, from preschool to grade four. With DK Readers, children learn to read – then read to learn!